
2019 B E LOV ED TE ACH I NG and/or  a f f i l i a t es  -  a l l  r i gh t s  rese r ved
#dr j rose  #harmon icmag ic i an  #dreamawake  #comple t i on  #go lden  oc ta ve

EIGHT 8 The Ray of
Harmonic Resonance
empowerment, galactic grid, path of the one 
heart, solar passage - you sing ecstasy’s song

 

In heartfelt gratitude: For you as a sacred vessel 
and to your service to the One Love. You are the 

song being sung by the new golden octave. 

BELOVED

Join in singing the dream awake!
Eight is the ray of harmonic resonance, the function of 

self-combined with the current of the tr inity. It is love 
made visible. Create the f low of harmony in your l i fe. 

Enter the spiral frequencies of the greater galactic grid. 
You are being offered empowerment through your innate 

resonance with this grid. Be aware of where you are drawn 
and invited, for there you will find unique opportunities. Discover 
the harmony of being in this natural resonance with others. Be

 receptive. You are the diviner of harmony, the meting ground of 
physical reality and the Infinite. 

Bring a deeper harmony to the practical circumstances in which 
you find yourself. Free the ego from its self-centeredness. Embrace 
the potent energies that are raising the harmonic frequencies of the 

planet. Breathe easily; you are the song being sung by the new 
golden octave. Sound the resonant tone of the One Heart!

Eight is the number of solar passage into a higher octave of 
being. It ’s shape symbolizes “As above so below” in ever 
successively higher spirals of l ight. Eight represents the 
completion of sevenfold evolution, heralding the way for 
the Earth to move into twelvefold spiral of solar evolution. 


